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ISASP Reporting FAQs: 2020-2021
Question

Response
Reporting
OnDemand Reports (preliminary student level results) for the spring
2021 ISASP will first become available in late April 2021. After this
When will test results be reported?
date, OnDemand Reports for newly completed tests may take 2-3
weeks to be added, depending on the mode of administration.
Students who respond to one or more questions on a test will receive
How many questions must a student answer to receive a score?
a score.
Some students will have started a test (logged into a test and
responded to questions) but will not be able to complete it (refusal,
illness, moving out of state). Any such test started should be marked
When should I mark an online test as complete?
complete. Students still in Ready status in sessions at the end of the
district’s testing window will need to be removed from those
sessions.
DNR should be utilized for a student tests that had started testing
How is Do Not Report (DNR) used? Will my student receive an
but should not have tested. Tests marked as DNR will not receive
ISR if the test is marked DNR?
any score including an ISR.
The test session name will not limit the viewing or sorting of student
How will the naming of test session impact the ability to view and
results. However, the Class Name listed on the student registration
sort student data when it is received?
will determine the grouping and sort order of the Student Roster. If
no name is listed students will be sorted by grade and subject.
The Achievement Level Summary reports will provide the
Can we get percentage by achievement levels for grade levels
percentages of students in disaggregated categories.
and/or cohort groups?
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How can I access ISASP data and reports from previous
administrations?

Will ISASP from spring 2021 give more specific data on types of
questions missed for science, math and ELA?
Will the Writing Rubric Scores and DOK be provided as part of an
imported data set (put in another system for ease of access for
staff)?
Will we get school scores for Writing Rubric? Similar to what the
individual students get?
Will there be a growth chart for Science like ELA and Math?
Will proficiency be adjusted due to statewide school closures from
last spring?

Spring 2019 data and reports will be available in PearsonAccessnext.
Users can go to the Reporting Resources page of the ISASP Portal
and click on the drop-down in 2019 Reporting Resources box.
Users will need to log in to PearsonAccessnext, confirm their
administration is set to 2018-2019 in the top-right of the page, and
then select Reports > Published Reports.
The ISASP spring 2021 reporting will not include item analysis
reports. However, new for the 2021 Individual Student Reports are
Writing Rubric Scores that show students' scores on each of the four
writing elements based on their essays from the Writing section, as
well as scores on items in each subject organized by the items'
alignment to Depth of Knowledge (DOK).
The Writing Rubric Scores and DOK will be provided via the
student data file.
The Individual Student Report will present the average district score
for each of the four elements of Writing.
Students in grades 5, 8, and 10 will be presented with Science scores
earned. This year’s grade 10 students will also have the scores they
earned from the grade 8 Science test in 2019.
The proficiency standards approved by the State Board of Education
in 2019 will remain in effect moving forward, or until a change in
the Iowa Core Standards occurs.
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The ISASP spring 2021 Individual Student Reports will feature
growth charts. These charts display the range of scores included in
each achievement level. The change in ranges reflects the increasing
expectations of students in higher grades.
Will there be any information to judge whether or not a student has
made a sufficient amount of growth?

Has there been any enhancements that would enable districts to
share Individual Student Reports with families digitally?

How do parents access their student reports via the Parent Portal?

Are there electronic reports available in a reporting system or are
the reports all PDFs plus a single data file download?

Following the spring 2021 ISASP administration, student growth
will best be monitored by comparing proficiency levels from the
2019 administration to 2021 performance. ISASP scores across
multiple consecutive years will be needed to conduct an empirical
study of growth and establish growth expectations. Policy-related
considerations with respect to growth for accountability purposes
will be evaluated and reviewed by the Iowa Department of
Education.
Metadata with student identifiers have been added to ISR PDFs
which allow some software to parse the ISRs into individual reports
automatically. Users without this functionality can open an ISR
PDF, select a student's ISR pages to print and then select "Save as
PDF" to extract an individual student's report into a standalone file
which can then be shared as the school sees fit.
To access the Parent Portal, parents need first name, last name,
DOB and claim code as listed in PearsonAccessnext. The claim code
is located in the Student Data File via Published Reports in
PearsonAccessnext.
OnDemand Reports for the spring 2021 ISASP will first become
available in late April 2021.
At the end of the testing window, when all ISASP tests have been
scored and processed, PDFs of the final reports that include statewide results will be made available for download as well as the
district student data file.
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